In this paper, we introduced a statistical rule-based method to create rules for SpamAssassin to detect spams in different languages. The theoretical framework of generating and maintaining multilingual rules were also illustrated. The experiments were conducted against the dataset of three languages including Chinese, Vietnamese and English. The detecting achievement of multilingual rule was 89.5% for the true detection and only 3.8% for the failed alarm at the threshold of 2 while the true detection rate of single language rule was not over 61% and the failed alarm rate was up to 4.9%.
Introduction
In recent years, the battle against spam e-mail is extremely fierce. Despite the anti-spam technology development, spammers keep working hard to find new strategies which help deliver unwanted messages to email users all around the world. One of these tricks is sending spam emails in different languages beside users' vernaculars. According to Message Labs' July 2009 Intelligence Report [1] , in France, Netherland and Germany, spammers used spam translation technique to generate spam at 53%, 25% and 46% respectively. In China and Japan, the rates of non-English spam were even up to 63.3% and 54.7%.
The trick has worked relatively well because spammers dig deep into the flaw of current spam-filtering machines detecting spam based on the wordlist which is not good at dealing with multilingual emails. The report [1] also explained that by making full use of auto-translation tools, spammers have created different language spam and causes a 13% rise in overall spam in mentioned countries above.
The development of automated translation tools is natural and necessary. In order to solve this problem, the multilingual rules for spam-filtering machines should be proposed. In a recent paper, Quang-Anh Tran et al. [2] introduced a method to create Chinese rules for SpamAssassin. Although this set of rules has done a good job and been shared by thousands of email servers all around the world, it could detect the spam email in Chinese only. To surmount this ruse, we level up the method and make it multilingual. In other words, we created a system that could generate the set of anti-spam rules for different languages. The experiments were conducted with the same dataset for every language (Chinese, Vietnamese and English) and mixed type of these three ones.
The paper is structured as follows: In section II, we reviewed some approaches to filer spams in specific languages and related knowledge. Section III follows with the theoretical framework of our method. Next, the experiments are conducted and the results are compared in section IV. Finally, section V concludes the paper and discusses the future of work.
Related Works

SpamAssassin Rules
SpamAssassin is one of the most popular for deciding how likely an email message is spam. It filters spam based on content-matching rules. Each rule has its own score. If an email message gains enough scores (over the pre-defined threshold), it will be marked as spam.
Here is the sample of a SpamAssassin rule: Figure 1 is an example of complete rule definition. The rule named FROM START WITH NUMS checks to see if an email's FROM header starts with at least two numbers against the regular expression. It adds a score to the email's spam score if the email matches the rule. An anatomy of a rule was described in details by Schwartz (2004) [15] . In order to catch the spam effectively in specific languages, the rules should be generated based on the characteristic of those languages. That is the reason why we are aiming to build a multilingual rule set for an international environment. 
Researches on SpamAssassin Rules for Specific Language
Quang-Anh Tran and his partners [2] explained in their paper that spam detections fall into two categories: rule-based and statistical-based. The first one refers to the detection performed by searching for the spam-liked pattern in the email. SpamAssissin is known as the most popular representative of ruled-based spam detection machines. The latter, on the other hand, manages to deal with a two-class categorization problem; the dataset of spam and ham is used to train the detector. Bayesian algorithms are most widely used statistical-based method for detecting spam. Androutsopoulos (2000) [4] and Graham (2002) [5] had typical works on this subject. Besides, other statisticalbased methods are proposed such as Neural Network [6] , Support Vector Machines [7] for spam detection.
However, each method (rule-based or statistical-based) has its disadvantages. The rule-based method is easy to share among servers (or users) but it is built manually. Thus, it is difficult to keep up-to-date with the quick changes of spam. Whereas, with the statistical-based method, it is easier to retrain the spam detector as long as the training dataset is up-to-date. However, it is impossible to share the knowledge of the detector. Therefore, they propose a hybrid method which is a trade-off rule-based and statistical-based to create the rules for detecting spam in Chinese. This method has all advantages of rule-based and statistical-based method: the quick-training for the detector and easy to share between servers.
Nguyen T.A et al. [8] showed an approach to detect Vietnamese spam based on language classification. They aimed to introduce a Vietnamese segmentation for using token selection for building a Vietnamese spam filter based on language classification and Bayesian combination to sufficiently support Vietnamese. The results on spam detection between their Vietnamese segmentation and space token segmentation were compared. Their spam detection rate is about 9% higher and the ham error rate is 3% lower.
Although both methods proposed in [2] and [8] achieve positive results, they only focused on a specific language. The question, here, is how these methods deal with the real circumstance that users receive emails in more than one languages every day and spammers keep sending multilingual spams to email users around the world.
Theoretical Framework
The Figure 2 illustrates how our multilingual rules are generated and maintained.
The email from different sources are classified and saved into the Spam & Ham database. The classification is carried out by email users and researchers. Because this is a kind of content-based approach, all we need of an email are the subject and body. After decoding the encoded content and strip the entire html tags attached with the email, we use Google API to detect the language of each email. For each language (only three languages including Chinese, Vietnamese and English are used in this paper), a suitable segmentation method will be called. The product of this step is a meaningful wordlist which are the output for next step. We reuse the algorithms in [2] for the rest of process which are discussed in the next part.
The multilingual rules set are generated automatically by three steps: Pattern retrieval, Pattern Selection and Score Assignment.
Pattern Retrieval
As we mentioned above, each language has its own way to split sentences into meaningful words. For some languages such as English, French or Germany, words can be identified easily by the space. However, with Vietnamese, Chinese or some other Asian languages, it is impossible because they have special linguistic united known as syllable ("Tiêńg" in Vietnamese or "hanzi" in Chinese).
In order to achieve the highest effectiveness when processing the email content, we used Google Translate API [9] to detect the language of the email. Although the API works well and is easy to use, it is not free. Then, we only used for the experimental period. For further usage, we consider some other solutions such as Lingua::Identify available at [10] and Guess-Language [11] . In this paper, we only implemented the segmentation for three languages: Chinese, Vietnamese and English. However, we are working hard to propose a multilingual word segmentation method as Guo-Wei Lee mentions in his research [12] .
With Chinese emails, we applied exactly the Chinese segmentation technique used in [2] which is based on methods: Dictionary-based, Maximum Matching; and from left to right.
With Vietnamese emails, we dealed with the word segmentation by a program proposed by Phuong Le-Hong [13] . This program works on the Vietnamese text file or folder and exports the meaningful wordlist to the XML format. It is quite straightforward to read the wordlist from this XML file.
It is much simpler to split words in English emails because words are separated by spaces. We just found and replaced the space character with the new line character and eliminated all punctuations in the sentence.
Pattern Selection
After classifying the email by languages and extracting the meaningful words, we applied some pattern selection methods to select good patterns for subject rules and body rules, individually. We could not find any difference among selecting pattern of Chinese, Vietnamese and English emails; thus, we once again reused the pattern selection algorithms in [2] .
In spite of being based on the traditional pattern selection method by Yang [14] , there are some changes in the approach. Only the spam-liked patterns were used to detect spam. As a result, the formula for selecting pattern was modified. The V ts and V th are computed as follows according to Conditional Probabilities and Bayes's Theorem:
In which:
• V ts and V th can best evaluate the connection between pattern t and spam, pattern t and ham, namely.
• Top N pattern that have highest value of ratio Rt = V ts /V th are chosen.
• N is the size of the rule set, which is a factor that control the performance of the rule set.
• E is a hypothesis that a message occurs as spam.
• H is a hypothesis that a message occurs as ham.
Given a spam and ham datasets, for a pattern t, A and B are the number of times that spam and ham messages contain t, respectively; C and D are the numbers of times spam and ham messages do not contain t, respectively. The values of the probabilities in (1) and (2) are computed as follows.
Score Assignment
The rules are created on the basis of the selected set of spam-liked patterns.
There are two types of rules: Body rule and Subject rule. The Fast SpamAssassin Score Learning Tool by Henry Stern [15] is used to assign the score to each rule. According to the illustration of Quang-Anh Tran et al [2] , The "Stochastic Gradient Descent" method of training a neutral network was implemented. The program uses a single perceptron and (8) a logsig activation function (9) to map the weights to SpamAssassin score space.
where w i represents the score for rule i and x i describes whether a given message activates rule i or not, the transfer function (8) returns the message's score. The gradient descent is employed to train the neural network. The parameter of the network is tuned iteratively to ensure that the rate of mean error always decreases. Without getting into calculus, the error gradient for a perceptron with a linear transfer function, logsig activation function and mean squared error function is as follows:
And the weights are updated using the function:
In which, α is a learning rate. The implementation uses the so-called "Stochastic gradient descent" method which does incremental updates by walking through the training set randomly rather than doing one batch update per epoch because the SpamAssassin rule hits are spares.
Experiments
Dataset
The data we used to conduct the experiments is divided into 4 groups.
E-mails come from email users'personal inboxes and are classified as spam and ham manually by authors. We store all emails in the MySQL database. The spam and ham in each language are saved in separated table with the same structure (ID (PK), Subject, Body, Status, Date), then, there are eight tables serving the experiments.
Firstly, the experiments are conducted with three first groups (Group 1, 2 and 3) to create the rule for corresponding language. The rule set is tested based on single language dataset only. The results are saved for the (1) . Next, the single language rule sets are tested based on data group 4 (multi-language emails) to evaluate the efficiency (2). Finally, the mixed languages rule set is generated based on data group 4. The effectiveness of this rule set is recorded and compared with the result (1) and (2).
Single-language Rule Set Creation
The procedures of generating rule set for specific are applied exactly mentioned in section 3. For Chinese rules, the experiment is based on the data group 1 with 200 hams and 200 spams. The spam detection rate (Spam Recall) and the failed alarm rate (Ham Error) are illustrated in Table 2 .
The Chinese rule gives the best result with the threshold equal to 2.5 at which the positive true rate is 91.5% and the failed alarm rate is eliminated.
The experiment conducted based on the Vietnamese (generating rules and testing rules totally with Vietnamese dataset -group 2) also brings positive results. At threshold 0.5, the spam recall rate is really high (90.5%) but the ham error rate is unacceptable (up to 34.7%). However, when we increase the threshold, the result is better and better. Especially, the ham error rate falls significantly at the threshold 2 (2.4%) while the spam recall stay unchanged in comparing to the previous threshold (81.4%).
We did the same thing to generate the English rule set and then recorded the result after testing the rule based on English emails only. The results are displayed in the Table 4 .
The English rule set works extremely effectively at the threshold of 2.5. At this point, the positive true rate stays high over 95% while the ham error is totally eliminated.
On finishing the experiment to generate the SpamAssassin rule and to test these rule set with the corresponding language, we gained really positive results on true spam detection rate and failed alarm rate. However, whether these rule sets still work well with multi-language dataset? The answer is coming with the next experiment.
Single-language Rule Set Tested with Multi-language Emails
Three sets of rule in Chinese, Vietnamese and English are tested with the data group 4 which contains 705 spams and 653 hams in multi-languages in order to evaluate the efficiency in a multilingual environment. Table 5 shows the result of how Chinese, Vietnamese and English rule sets works.
The statistic shows obviously that when working with the multilingual email dataset, all sets of rules give very poor performance in the true positive rate, especially, the Chinese rule which detects only 24.5% at threshold 0.5 in comparing to over 93% of the last experiment. English rule and Vietnamese are better at spam detecting but the result is far lower than those when working with single language dataset. The explanation for the fall is quite clear and straightforward. The rule generated from specific language can detect the spam effectively in that language only. Therefore, we are expecting a multilingual rule set that can detect spam effectively among ton of multilanguage emails.
Multilingual Rule Set
The final experiment is to generate and to test the rule set from the data group 4 which contains the email in three languages Chinese, Vietnamese and English. After classifying the language of each email, we did the word segmentation for the set of emails in the same language. The pattern selection chooses the best pattern for evaluating the whether a pattern is spam-liked or not. Based on the selected pattern the rule set is generated automatically. The Fast SpamAssassin Score Learning Tool will handle the rest by assigning the score for each rule. Applying these steps on the multi-language dataset, we gained a set of multilingual rule for detecting the spam. Table 6 illustrates the result of the test detecting spam based on the multilingual rule set. At the first level of the threshold, although the spam recall rate is highest (94.17%), the ham error rate is up to 48.80%. It is intolerant for a set of SpamAssassin rules. However, the result is much better when the threshold increase to 2.5. The true positive rate is 89.40% and the false positive rate is 0%. At this threshold, with the same multi-language dataset, the performance of Chinese rule, Vietnamese rule and English rule are 18.2%, 49.4% and 41.6% namely. This comparison proves that the rule generated from the multilingual dataset works much more effectively than the one generated based on the single language only. 
Remarks
With a number of experiments carried out above, three sets of single-language rules are generated. The results in the Tables 3, 4 and 5 show that these sets of rules work effectively when dealing with the set of single-language dataset (Most of emails are in only one language). At the same threshold 2.5, the Chinese rules can detect up to 91.5% spam, the Vietnamese rules detect 81.4% spam and the result of English rules are 95.3% while the failed alarm is 0%. However, when applying these sets of single-language rules in detecting multilingual spam, the results are not good at all. In detail, at the threshold 2.5, the percentage of spam detecting of Chinese, Vietnamese and English rules are 18.2%, 49.4% and 41.6%. The reason for this drop is clear. Each set of single-language rules is generated based on the corresponding language dataset. It means the rule can deal with spam in that language only. Therefore, a set of multilingual rule is considered and evaluated. This set of rules is built from the multilingual dataset including Chinese, Vietnamese and English.
An experiment is run to evaluate the performance of multilingual set of rules. The result is positive and promising. At threshold of 2.5, the rate of spam detecting is 89.40% while the ham error is eliminated. From these findings, it is shown that that effectiveness of a multilingual set of rule in detecting spams when applying in an international working environment.
Conclusion
Generating the rule for spam detection based on a specific language is a proper approach to fight against spammers. However, in order to deal with an email server receiving emails in more than one language, we need an extended solution. Therefore, we upgraded the method proposed in [2] to implement the system that is able to generate automatically the multilingual rule based on the multi-language dataset. The experiment results show that these rules help SpamAssassin detect spam more exactly in comparison with the ones generated based on single language dataset.
Despite of the positive results achieved, there are some issues we need to deal with in the future. Firstly, a new method to detect the language of the email should be analysed. The cost for the current one is so high. Secondly, we are expecting a better algorithm to retrieve the pattern of raw emails. Finally, it would be a big problem for the word segmentation if the system faces up to a large number of languages due to the lack of a common segmentation method as mentioned in [12] . (2014) is an Information System Design master student at University of Central Lancashire, UK. He has teaching experience as a teacher assistant at HANU and more than 2 years' experience working as a developer. His current research interests include: text mining, voice recognition and human-computer interaction.
